### Category | Description | QTY | Price | Total
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
8010090009 | Staedl Graphite Pencil Set 8 + Eraser/Sharp. | 1 | $6.30 |  
5040660055 | Sharpie Fineliner 0.4 Black - Pack of 2 | 1 | $4.50 |  
3051780025 | Stirflex Plastic Ruler 40cm | 1 | $4.50 |  
1101301015 | UHU Glue Stick 21g (Pk 2) | 1 | $5.00 |  
3580010190 | Plastic Toolbox Economy | 1 | $13.95 |  

**PLEASE NOTE:** To receive these special kit prices your order must reach 50% of the total kit price below, otherwise a HANDLING FEE of $7.50 will be charged.

**KIT TOTAL** ($34.25)